
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The client had a static website carrying lot of information on it. Adding data on static site was very time-

consuming and required lot of development efforts. Customers found indexing and categorizing data on 

static website very tedious. Client was looking to develop a mobile application for iOS and Android in 

which data can be added dynamically via CMS with a user-friendly design for his customers and 

employees. Client was also keen to gain better insights on the visitors of the data. 

 Client suggested to use the Build.io tool (as CMS and mBaas) as it completely aligned with their 

requirements. 

 As Build.io tool was a new technology, e-Zest had to put in extra efforts to explore and learn it. 

 As the Build.io tool is in its primitive stage, e-Zest had to enhance the existing functionality to 

make it work as a full-fledged backend service. 

 e-Zest had to deliver the mobile application within a short-span due to tight deadlines. 

 

e-Zest team developed the mobile application for iOS and Android with an improved and user-friendly 

interface. e-Zest integrated the mobile application with CMS so that data can be added/updated 

dynamically without any efforts. The user-friendly interface design, helped the customers to categorize 

and index the data in an effective manner. User login (for employees and other users) and analytics 

functionality was provided in order to track the number of users accessing the mobile app. In addition, 

multi-lingual support for languages like Dutch, Italian and Spanish was provisioned in the app. 

 

 

The client is a market leader in designing, developing and marketing 
consumer products for smartphones and tablets including high technology 
solutions in Automotive and UAV business. They are also a major 
manufacturer of Drones, Headphones and iOT devices, headquartered in 
Paris and running its operations from USA. 
 



Cordova, HTML 5, CSS 3, jQuery, iOS, Android and Build.io (3rd party tool) 

 

 

 

 

 

 CMS integration for the application made the process of updating the content in the app 

(adding new products, updating content of the existing products) seamless. 

 Adding the data into the CMS was possible with the help of content manager without depending 

much upon the developer. 

 After the development of the mobile application and integration with CMS, half of the 

development efforts of the client were reduced. 

 The multi-lingual support lead to increase the reach of the market to various geographies by the 

client. 

 Analytics integration helped client to get better insights of user’s choice, helping them to 

strategize better. 

 Analytics integration in the mobile app resulted into gaining better insights of the user’s choice 

and strategizing accordingly. 

 The effectiveness of the application was increased resulting into an improved ROI for the client. 

 

e-Zest team designed and developed the mobile app by overcoming all the challenges. The developed 

mobile app was aligned to the client’s requirements and had additional provisions like language support 

and analytic reports which was delivered by following an intuitive approach. The business growth was 

tremendous within a short span of time.   

 

www.e-zest.net 


